Relationship and Intimacy Expert:
Your Guide to Conscious Partnership
Alexandra Stockwell, MD is a Physician turned Relationship
and Intimacy Expert, known as The Relationship Catalyst. For
over two decades she has been guiding men and women to
bring pleasure and purpose back into all aspects of life—from
the daily grind of running a household, to successfully
growing a business, to creating ecstatic experiences in the
bedroom! After twelve years in medicine, she studied the
science and the art of emotional and sensual connection.
As a wife of 23 years and a mother of four, she believes the key
to passion, fulfillment, intimacy and success in relationship
isn’t compromise--it’s being unwilling to compromise-because when people feel free to be themselves, and know how
to love and be loved for exactly who they are, relationships
become juicy, nourishing, and deeply satisfying. Alexandra
helps build connected and happy families through facilitating
healing and transformation for couples.

POPULAR TOPICS
+Love Is Not Enough--From Toleration to Transformation
+Your Relationship IQ: Bridge the gap between the
boardroom and the bedroom
+Learn to talk so your spouse will listen--why compromise
kills relationships

What others say
My audience loved Alexandra's compelling presentation! She
created genuine connection with the audience and between
audience members. Her presentation was interactive and the
energy in the room was rich and vibrant. People gained new
insights from her in the moment and her expertise was wonderful.
What I loved about Alexandra was how she embodied what she
taught, in every moment! I got such wonderful feedback from the
audience after the event, I will truly be honored to have Alexandra
speak again.

- Jessica Hadari, Founder, FEM Talks

Alexandra's command of her content and delivery is consistently
inspiring and elevating. She shares information in a way that is
truthful and unwavering, while simultaneously being gentle and
direct. She has a presence that is glorious, while always imparting
tons of value. She is an exceptional speaker, coach and human
being. I am privileged to watch her take stages everywhere.

- Tricia Brouk, Exec.Producer of Speakers Who Dare
Alexandra is witty, wise and wonderful. She brings education and
understanding to an important, and complex subject. She is
knowledgeable, experienced, confident and funny, and generously
shares her wisdom. You won’t be disappointed if you are looking
for true love!

- Scott DeMoulin, Destiny Training Systems
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